
YARDAGE

    Point to Point Swags  20”, 22”, or 24” Depth  9347
 44” to 54” Wide 

These are the same as Medallion Swags except the outside ends can fi nish off, allowing it to hang alone.  There 
are no instructions to make the swags a different width or depth.  Other width sizes are available in patterns 
9345 and 9346.  The Spiral Jabot depth is approximately 61”.  The Short Jabot depth is about 30”.  The jabots 
do not have returns.

Swag Fabric Suggestions:  Do not use bulky fabrics.  Interlining is okay because it can be trimmed away from 
the pleat areas.  Soft fabrics are best.  Stripes and plaids are okay.  Line with drapery lining. 

Jabot Fabric Suggestions:  Crisp fabrics work best.  Use an interfacing in soft limp fabrics.  Stripes, plaids, and 
directional designs will not hang straight.   Since this jabot is cut in the form of a circle, the bottom edge will be 
on the bias.  This means some fabrics will tend to sag and stretch.  Using heavy trims on the bottom edge could 
increase this possiblity.  It is recommended that you use a fabric stabilizer on the face fabric and lining.  Use a 
self or contrast lining.

YARDAGE

To know what size swag you need, measure straight across the area you plan to hang it.  The amount for the 
droop area has already been added.  Do not allow more.

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we fi nd it works best if we give you the actual pattern 
sizes so you can determine how they will fi t your fabric.
      
              Upright Cut Swag             Bias Cut Swag
  20” depth
44” wide ....................the pattern is ...................59” wide x 41” deep ..................... 59” wide x 59” deep
54” wide ....................the pattern is ...................69” wide x 41” deep ..................... 65” wide x 65” deep

  22” depth  
44” wide ....................the pattern is ...................62” wide x 45” deep ..................... 62” wide x 62” deep
54” wide ....................the pattern is ...................71” wide x 45” deep ..................... 69” wide x 69” deep
  
  24” depth
44” wide ....................the pattern is ...................65” wide x 49” deep ..................... 65” wide x 65” deep
54” wide ....................the pattern is ...................74” wide x 49” deep ..................... 73” wide x 73” deep

Lengthwise Cut: The width measurement will run with the selvage. 

Spiral Jabot ...... the pattern is .............. 52” wide x 52” deep
Short Jabot ....... the pattern is .............. 26” wide x 42” deep

Same amount of lining will be needed for all of the above.
Same amount of interlining (optional).

Trims: (Trims must be able to curve)

     20” depth          22” depth   24” depth
Each 44” wide swag ..............64” .............................67” .............................70”
Each 54” wide swag ..............74” .............................76” .............................79”

Spiral jabot .............................166”
Short jabot ..............................58”

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.


